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INTRODUCTION  

               Number theory, called the Queen of Mathematics, is a broad and diverse part of Mathematics that developed 

from the study of the integers. The foundations for Number theory as a discipline were laid by the Greek mathematician 

Pythagoras and his disciples (known as Pythagoreans). One of the oldest branches of mathematics itself, is the 

Diophantine equations since its origins can be found in texts of the ancient Babylonians, Chinese,  Egyptians, Greeks and 

so on[7-8]. Diophantine problems were first introduced by Diophantus of Alexandria who studied this topic in the third 

century AD and he was one of the first Mathematicians to introduce symbolism to Algebra. The theory of Diophantine 

equations is a treasure house in which the search for many hidden relation and properties among numbers form a treasure 

hunt. In fact, Diophantine problems dominated most of the celebrated unsolved mathematical problems. Certain 
Diophantine problems come from physical problems or from immediate Mathematical generalizations and others come 

from geometry in a variety of ways. Certain Diophantine problems are neither trivial nor difficult to analyze [1-6]. In this 

context one may refer [9, 10]. 

 

 In this communication, we search for three non-zero distinct integers such that each of the triple 

),,( yxzyx  forms Harmonic progression. A few interesting properties among the solutions are also presented. 

 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS: 

 Let  zyx ,,  be three non-zero distinct integers such that  ),,( yxzyx                                  (*)
 

forms a harmonic progression (H.P). 

 

By the definition of H.P, the above problem is equivalent to solving the Diophantine equation 

xz22 y-x
                                                                                                                                     (1) 

which is written as, 

0y- xz-x 22 
                                                                                                                                (2) 

 

Solving (2) through different approaches for finding    zy,x,   we get many triples of integers   
  

),,( yxzyx   such that each  triple forms a harmonic progression (H.P). 

 

METHOD 1: 

The substitution   1  kkx,y   in  (2) gives x)k-(1z 2  

 

Thus the triple   ))1(,)1(,)((1 2 xkxkxk    forms harmonic progression (H.P). 
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METHOD 2: 

The substitution   1  kky,x   in   (2) gives  ky  ,)1(kz 2
 

Thus the triple   ))(,)1(,)((k 222  kkkk    forms harmonic progression (H.P).   

 

METHOD 3:  

Treating (2) as quadratic in x and solving for x, we get 

]4[
2

1 22 yzzx 
                                                                                                                   (3) 

consider  
222 4yz    

                                                                                                               (4) 

 

which is well known Pythagorean equation satisfied by 

0;,, 22222  srsrsrzrsy 
                                                                            (5) 

Substituting (5) in (3), we get 

22 , srx 
                                                                                                                                          (6) 

 

Thus, in the view of (5) and (6), the non-zero distinct integer values of zy,x,  satisfying (1) are given by 
 

222

222

,,

,,

srzrsysx

and

srzrsyrx





     

 

In view of   (*), we get the following triples forming H.P 

),,(

),,(

2222

2222

rsrsrrss

and

rsrsrrsr





  

 

A few numerical examples are as follows: 

r s TRIPLES 

2 1 (2,3,6), (-3,3,1) 

3 2 (3,5,15), (-10,5,2) 

4 3 (4,7,28), (-21,7,3) 

5 4 (5,9,45), (-36,9,4) 

6 5 (6,11,66), (-55,11,5) 

 

However, note that, (4) is also satisfied by, 

0;,2,2 2222  srsrrszsry                                                                                    (7) 

 

As our interest is on finding integer solutions, we choose r and s suitably so that the values of y and z are in 

integers. 

Replacing r and s by 2R and 2S in (7) 

0);(4,8),(2 2222  SRSRRSzSRy                                                                      (8) 

 

Substituting the above values in (3),we get two sets of integer values of zyx ,, satisfying (1) to be  

RSzSRySx

and

RSzSRySRRSx

8),(2,22R-4RS

8),(2,224

2222

2222
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Thus, the triples representing H.P are   

)44,8,44(

)44,8,44(

22

22

SRSRSRRS

and

RRSRSSRS





 

 

A few numerical examples are as follows: 

 R S TRIPLES 

2 1 (12,16,24), (-8,16,4) 

3 2 (40,48,60), (-12,48,8) 

4 3 (84,96,112), (-16,96,12) 

5 4 (144,160,180), (-20,160,16) 

6 5 (220,240,264), (-24,240,20) 

  

Each of the following triples forms an Arithmetic progression:  

 ))(2,),(2( yxyxzyxx         

 )2,,2( 22 yxyxzyxx   

 ))2(,,)2(( 222 zyxyxzzyxx   

 )2,,2( 22 yxxzxx   

 )2,2( 222 zyxzzx   

 ))(2,),(2( 222 yxyzxzyxxz   

 ))(2,),(2( 22 yxyxzyxx   

 

CONCLUSION 
                 

In this communication, we have exhibited different triples each forming a Harmonic progression. To conclude, 

one may search for other choices of triples forming Harmonic progression along with their corresponding properties
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